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Sunspot Radio Telescope
Yaroslav Tochinski, Mechanical Engineer, Team Lead, Brandon McDonnell, Computer Engineer,
David Fediaczko, Electrical Engineer, Purchasing, and Kyle Tevis, Electrical Engineer

Abstract—Sunspots are regions of intense magnetic activity
associated with harmful solar weather such as solar flares. In
order to prevent damage to electronic infrastructure, astronomers
can monitor visual and radio emissions from solar activity to
detect solar weather before harmful particle emissions reach the
Earth. The Callisto project is a global network of radio telescopes
that monitor the sun’s radio emissions for solar weather events.
Most receivers comprise a single stationary antenna and lack
the ability to automatically calibrate their radios: we propose a
system with a motorized dish-mounted antenna and equipment
for automatic RF calibration including an ambient antenna
and constant impedance load. The dish and RF switches are
controlled by PC software through an Arduino, and radio data
is collected by two Callisto radio spectrometers, one providing
solar data and one ambient data. The radio telescope was built
and tested and will be installed by ASRAS in Ionia, NY to fill a
hole in the Callisto network.
Index Terms—Callisto, radio spectrometry, solar weather.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE sun emits the light and heat necessary for life on
Earth. However, it also emits radiation outside the visible
spectrum as well as energetic particles. These emissions can
impact satellites and other man-made instruments, causing momentary failure or destruction, and even electrical blackouts.
Some solar events are not typically viewable in the visible
spectrum but do emit light in the radio spectrum. Because particle emissions take much longer to reach the Earth than RF, a
radio telescope provides an early warning about incoming solar
weather so that sensitive infrastructure including satellites and
power grids can be protected. There is a lack of dedicated
radio telescopes in the Northern Continental United States.
This hole is to be filled by a new installation in Ionia, New
York. A prototype was developed during previous projects but
is not currently operational and requires additional features to
be useful.
The e-Callisto network of radio spectrometers aims to
provide 24/7 coverage of solar weather events. The official
radio receiver, the Callisto, covers events in the frequency
range of 45 to 870 MHz. At time of writing there are currently
over 80 locations operating Callisto receivers, however none
cover Northeastern North America. Our system will fill this
hole to help the network achieve 24/7 global coverage of solar
emissions.
Currently, Callisto receivers are typically installed with only
one antenna, and no form of radio calibration is performed to
compare radio performance over time. At the time of installation, a local ambient sweep is performed to identify strong
fixed transmitters, but this sweep is not repeated automatically.
Since the Callisto receiver is connected only to the antenna, no
reference measurement is available to compensate for altered

receiver performance due to environmental effects such as
temperature.
To advance the technology of the Callisto network, our
receiver uses a motorized dish as a directional antenna to
collect data only from the sun. A second ambient antenna
is monitored to collect local noise data: signal processing
may be used to eliminate local noise from collected data.
A Callisto receiver is needed for each antenna, and each is
calibrated through an automatic process: a 50-ohm load is
used as a reference load, and a noise generator is used as an
amplitude reference. The Callistos are alternatively connected
to the calibration tools using RF switches before sunrise to
perform an automatic daily calibration.
II. C USTOMER N EEDS AND R EQUIREMENTS
To make the telescope useful for the customer, the hardware
and software controls of the radio telescope are designed to
provide daily automated coverage of the sun and provide a
user-operable and friendly GUI for management. Automatic
operation must include motor and radio calibration, data
upload, and email notification on unrecoverable failure. Solar
radio data must be uploaded to e-Callisto’s servers in Zrich;
ambient data is stored local for data analysis research. The
telescope must be remotely operable e.g. from RIT, provide
the latest data for observation, and be tolerant for environmental exposure, including tolerance of power failure without
data loss. Extra features include observing user-specified targets other than the sun at night. Sun tracking always takes
precedence over user object tracking. Detailed customer and
engineering requirements are available in tables I and II.
This project is a continuation of the work done by teams
P15571 and 17571. The previous teams produced an allseason motorized dish capable of tracking the sun. Our work
involves automating the tracking system, expanding the RF
subsystem to auto-calibrate and collect ambient data, creating
a GUI for nighttime radio astronomy, implementing data
upload and backup solutions, and providing documentation for
maintenance and use. At the end of the project term, the solar
telescope will be fully functional and installed at the ASRAS
site.
A. Project Goals and Key Deliverables
1) Fully Integrated Telescope
2) Dish and Servo
3) Radio Receiver, Noise Filters, and Ambient Antenna
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4) Computer Systems
5) Operations software
6) Graphical User Interface for Remote Operation
7) Self-Calibration Routine
8) Full Documentation
9) User Guide
10) Maintenance Guide

B. Constraints
Some factors that may limit this project include:
1) Limitations of hardware and software from previous
teams
2) How well existing parts mesh and how easily they can
be modified or replaced
3) Timing - weather and access to the site in Ionia
4) Slow internet speeds due to the remote location may
limit data transfer abilities
5) Noise from nearby RF emitters may/will have an effect
on the system or gathered data
6) Budget constraints- reuse materials, stick to university
and free resources as much as possible
7) Unit casing has to be outdoors due to space limitations
at Ionia
Fig. 1. 3D Model of Suntracker

III. P ROPOSED D ESIGN
A. Top Level Systems
The system includes a computer running software to coordinate data collection, motor control, celestial object tracking,
and data upload; a microcontroller to control the motor and
environmental sensors and interface with the computer; a
motorized dish with an antenna designed for C band data
collection; an RF subsystem consisting of two Callisto spectrometers, RF switches, and calibration hardware; and power
supplies to produce all required voltages. A UPS provides
backup power to allow safe shutdown with dish parking.
The following pages include tables listing system-level customer and engineering requirements and subsystem feasibility
and selection criteria.

Eng. Requirement Number
ER1
ER2
ER3
ER4
ER5
ER6
ER7
ER8
ER9
ER10
ER11
ER12
ER13
ER14
ER15
ER16
ER17
ER18
ER19
ER20
ER21
ER22

Importance
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
D
D
A

Source
CR1
CR1, CR2
CR2
CR3, CR4
CR11
CR10
CR11
CR11
CR11
CR11
CR11
CR11
CR11
CR12
CR4, CR13
CR4, CR5, CR9, CR11
CR4, CR9
CR6
CR9
CR15, CR16
CR7
CR5

Engineering Requirement (Metric)
Hardware integration
Single Executable for all functions
Point and click GUI
Auto Calibration
Verify ESD grounding
Noise filtration
Spare parts
Water Resistance
Dust Resistance
Snow/Ice Rating
Lightning Suppression
Operational Temperature Range
Adverse weather mode
Documentation
Data transfer to Zrich server
Auto-shutdown during power outage
Auto backup to ASRAS Server
Track top 40 emitters in the night sky
Swappable Data Drives
Operation Indicator Light
Visible spectrum scope
Track Sun autonomously

Unit of Measure
Pass/Fail
Method
Frustration
Method
Pass/Fail
dBm
Coverage
IP Rating
IP Rating
Nema Rating
Volts
deg C
Method
Coverage
Frequency
Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail
Number of emitters
Method
Method
Pass/Fail
Degrees

TABLE II
E NGINEERING R EQUIREMENTS

Priority
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
D
D
D

Marginal value
Hardware connected and functional
Standalone File Called by LABVIEW
Medium
Manual Start
Fail
TBD
Consumables+Likely Points of Failure
IP54
IP54
Nema 3
90
(-10:30)
Manual Trigger
User Manual
Daily
Auto Shutdown only
No auto-backup
Any
Manual
Charged by main power
Visible snapshot pulled from web
0.5

Item
System is integrated and operational by the end of the school year
GUI for non-technical operator
Self-Calibration
Day operations fully autonomous
Integrate UPS hardware into normal operation
Noise Filtration
Robustness/Reliability
Documentation: Maintenance and Operation
Data uploads to Zrich
System handles failure modes
Expand capabilities to top 40 emitters
CCD type image processing for RF data
Data Backup
Visual Spectrum Scope
Server for Data backup
Operation Indicator Light

Function
Functionality
Ease-of-use
Accessibility
Ease-of-use
Safety/Reliability
Noise Reduction
Reliability
Resist Environmental Conditions
Resist Environmental Conditions
Resist Environmental Conditions
Resist Environmental Conditions
Resist Environmental Conditions
Resist Environmental Conditions
Ease-of-use
Data Security
Reliability+Data security
Data Security
Research
Data Security
Safety/Reliability
Ease-of-use
Ease-of-use

Customer Requirement #
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
CR8
CR9
CR10
CR11
CR12
CR13
CR14
CR15
CR16

TABLE I
C USTOMER R EQUIREMENT

Ideal value
Hardware integrated and functional. System is robust.
Seamless Integration with LABVIEW
Low
Fully Autonomous
Pass
TBD
Complete duplicate for backup
IP65
IP65
Nema 3S
90
(-32:40)
System Detection
User, Service, and Step-by-Step Instruction Manual
Every 15 minutes
Auto shutdown and auto startup when power is restored
Auto-backup to ASRAS server
40
Local server available, no need for swapping
Charged by solar power
Visible spectrum of the sun displayed in GUI
0.5
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Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
Manual Operation

uniMap
GNU Radio
HIH8120-021-001
Dedicated Micro Controller
STM32L476VGT6
Wind Speed monitor
Switching Power Supply
Broadband Dipole
TCs (Thermal Couple)
Conduit Fans
Additional Weather-proofing
Position Upwards w/ manual lock
Radio Eyes inside of LabVIEW as COM/.NET
Matlab/Octave

Keep Current Solution (System + Data)
LabVIEW
Radio Eyes
LabVIEW
Keep Current Solution
Use Existing Arduino Mega
Use Existing Arduino Mega
Online Weather Service
Linear Transformer
Simple Dipole
Keep Current Solution (Temp Sensor)
Passive Cooling (Cooling Fins)
Keep Current Solution
Position Upwards w/ no lock
LabVIEW —— Radio eyes
LabVIEW

Scheduling Software

Use Astronomy SW

Process/Plot

Humidity Monitor

Stack Light

Use Micro for Motor Input

Weather Monitor

RF Sub System Power

Ambient Cal Antenna

Heat Monitor

Enclosure Cooling

Hermetic Enclosure

Park Dish

Input Position GUI

Use GUI for data display

Idea 3

SSD Storage
External Script

LabWindows

Drop Down list with PyEphem inputs

Position Upwards w/ Automatic lock

Move to Shade

RTDs

Yagi Antenna

No Stack light

Matlab/Octave

Cartes du Ciel

System + Data + Data Spare

Raid 1 + Removable Disk
Native Callisto

Smart host

Direct SMTP

Email Alert

Idea 2

Idea 1

Items

Morphological Chart

TABLE III
M ORPHOLOGICAL C HART

No Cooling

Add Antenna Tuner

PyEphem

Idea 4
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1) : Feasibility
TABLE IV
E MAIL A LERT M ECHANISM
Mechanism
SMTP
SmartHost

Messages/month
Unlimited
Up to 1,000

Send from any ISP
No
Yes

3rd party service config
No
Yes

Cost
0
0

TABLE V
L OCAL DATA S TORAGE D ESIGN
Approach
1 System, 1 Data Disk, online transfer only
1 System, 2 Rotating Data Disks
RAID1 System/Data, 1 Rotating Data Disk

Disks Required
2
3
3

High Availability
No
No
Yes

Large Data Files OK
No
Yes
Yes

On-site retrieval
No
Yes
Yes

Must open case
No
Yes
Yes

TABLE VI
S CHEDULING S OFTWARE I MPLEMENTATION
Approach
LABVIEW
Script
Modified Callisto

Driver Communication
Yes
Yes
Yes

Change = Recompile
Yes
No
Yes

Requires Additional Integration
Yes
Yes
No

Development Effort
2
1
1

TABLE VII
T RACKING S OFTWARE
Software
RadioEyes
uniMap
Cartes du Ciel

ASCOM Support
Yes
Yes
Yes

SkyChart
Yes
No
Yes

RF Sky
Yes
No
No

Scheduling
Yes
No
No

Object Tracking
Yes
No
No

TABLE VIII
S IGNAL P ROCESSING /P LOTTING S OLUTION
Tool
LabVIEW
MATLAB/Octave
GNURadio

GUI Support
Yes
Yes
Yes

Change = Recompile
Yes
Yes
Yes

Built-In Tools
Yes
Yes
Yes

Our Experience
1
4
0.5

Development Effort
1
2
3

TABLE IX
H UMIDITY S ENSORS
Sensor
HIH8120-021-001
DHT22

Supply Voltage
2.3V 5.5V
3V 5V

Temp Range (C)
-40 to +125
-40 to +125

Humid Range
0 100%
0 100%

Communication
I2C or SPI
Single-Bus

Price
10.55
9.95

TABLE X
S TACK L IGHT C ONTROLLER
Controller
Arduino Uno
Arduino Nano
MSP430G2553
STM8S103F3P6

Prior Experience
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Language
Arduino/C
Arduino/C
C
C

Clock Frequency
16 MHz
16 MHz
16 MHz
16 MHz

Supply Voltage
5V
5V
3.3V
3.3V

Power
100 mW
95 mW
13.2 mW
13.2 mW

Price
27.95
22
10.3
6.99

Data Capacity
950 GB
950 GB
900 GB
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TABLE XI
M OTOR C ONTROLLER
Controller
Arduino Mega 2560
STM32L476VGT6
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B

Prior Experience
Yes
Yes
No

Language
Arduino/C
C
C and others

Supply Voltage
5V
5V
5V

Clock Frequency
16 MHz
80 MHz
1.2GHz

Flash Mem
256 KB
1 MB
Expandable

RAM
8 KB
128 KB
1 GB

Price
38.5
24.5
31.99

TABLE XII
A MBIENT C ALIBRATION A NTENNA
Solution
Existing Dipole
Yagi-Uda
Broadband Dipole
Add Antenna Tuner

Main Frequency
415 MHz
415 MHz
415 MHz
As needed

Directivity
Omnidirectional
Beam
Omnidirectional
Same as dipole

Radiation Pattern
http://www.antenna-theory.com/antennas/dipole.php
http://www.antenna-theory.com/antennas/travelling/yagi3.php
Same as dipole
Same as dipole

TABLE XIII
W EATHER M ONITORING
Approach
Manual (Existing)
Online Source
Wind Speed Monitor (Anemometer)

Autonomous
No
Yes
Yes

Real-Time
No
No
Yes

Cost ($)
0
0
$17 to $45

TABLE XIV
T EMPERATURE S ENSING
Module
Temperature Sensor (Existing)
Thermocouples
Resistance Temperature Detectors

Arduino Library
Yes
Yes
Yes

Supply Power (V)
3.3 to 6
3.3 to 5
3.3

Temperature Range (C)
-40 to 125
-200 to 1350
-200 to 550

Accuracy (+/- C)
0.5
2 to 6
0.5

Humidity (RH)
0 to 100%
N/A
N/A

Cost
10
25
27

URL
https://www.adafruit.com/product/385
https://www.adafruit.com/product/269
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3328

TABLE XV
H ERMETIC E NCLOSURE FOR PC
Mechanism
Existing solution (N412242408C Hubbell-Wiegmann Ultimate series enclosure)
Further Waterproofing

IP Rating
IP 66 assuming sealed properly
IP 67 or IP 68 maximum

Cost
Free (exists)
$100-$200

Dust Tight
Yes
Yes

Powerful Water Jets Resistance
Yes
Yes

TABLE XVI
PARK D ISH
Mechanism
Position Upwards w/ no lock
Position Upwards w/ manual lock
Position Upwards w/ Automatic lock

Ionia Site User input required
No
Yes
No

Immersion in water up to 1m
No
Yes

Immersion beyond 1m
No
If IP68

Mechanism
LabVIEW
MATLAB
LabWindows

RIT license
Yes
Yes
No

3d Waterfall
Native
Native
ActiveX object

FFT plot
Native
Native
Native

Expected GUI dev difficulty
Easy
Medium
Easy

Team Familiarity with software
1/4 members
4/4 members
0/4 members

TABLE XVIII
GUI FOR DATA DISPLAY

RadioEyes Functionality
Full
unknown, desired is object selection and telescope driver interface
Limited object selection over static image

GUI development
Native (LabVIEW hallmark)
GUIDE add-on
Native(LabWindows Strength)

Development Difficulty 1= easy 5= hard
1
2
5

Development Language Type
Graphical (G)
Text (MATLAB)
Text (C)

Mechanism
LabVIEW —— Radio eyes
Radio Eyes inside of LabVIEW as COM/.NET
Custom ”Radio Eyes”

TABLE XVII
GUI FOR POSITION INPUT
Elegance of Solution
Low
High
Medium

Runtime cost
Free
Free
Free

Team Experience with creating executables
1/4 members
1/4 members
0/4 members

Potential Roadblocks
Lack of space for second screen
Developer and COM driver capabilities unknown
Extremely long development time, reinvention of wheel

Runtime for standalone executables
LabVIEW runtime
MATLAB Runtime
LabWINDOWS Runtime

Aesthetic Quality
High
High
Low

Team familiarity with GUI building
1/4 members
1/4 members
0/4 members

Screens required
2
1
1
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B. Mechanical Systems
1) Telescope Assembly: The physical telescope was completed by previous groups, and was mostly satisfactory. The
telescope consists of a slewing drive, a mount on top, with
a linear actuator mounted to a pair of arms. The dish is
connected to the dish mount and the linear actuator. The dish
carries 4 arms that come together to an antenna mount. The
dish system can be mounted on any sufficiently strong post
with 3 in OD.
The slewing drive sets the azimuth position of the dish, and
must be mounted with care to ensure system North aligns with
true North. There are 3 limit switches, 2 indicating the limits
of the system, and 1 serving to speed up calibration. There also
exist internal Hall sensors, which are covered in the Electrical
and RF systems section
The Linear Actuator sets the dish altitude by pushing and
pulling the dish into specified positions. There exist 2 internal
limit switches, as well as one external limit switch. However,
one internal limit switch is inactive, limiting the range of the
linear actuator the range of dish motion
The antenna arms were that were inherited and were rusted
out, as the dish had been in storage outdoors. The old hardware
appeared to be Zinc-Coated steel. This was replaced with 316
Stainless Steel hardware to prevent this from happening again.
Since a new antenna was to be selected, the antenna mount
would warrant a redesign. An idea for a telescoping mount to
vary the distance of the antenna to better position with it in
regards to the focus. However, due to the unexpected failure
of an RF switch, the budget was insufficient to implement this
idea. So, a simple mount is designed.
The CAD models for the telescope assembly were unfinished, improperly jointed, and overall broken. An effort was
taken to refurbish the CAD models to better reflect the actual
system, and check its motion and interference. This proved
invaluable for the design of a new mount, as well as temporary
mounting solutions.
2) Computer Box: The computer assembly that was inherited seemed hastily put together with zip ties and other
temporary solutions. The computer assembly was modeled in
CAD, and refurbished physically with custom made aluminum
panels and off the shelf SSD mounts. This also allowed for
easier installation of a custom PCB.
Since the Computer box was to be stored outside due to
space limitations at the Ionia observatory, the possibility of
temperature damage was looked at. Concerns arose about
the backup battery being placed inside the unit, as it could
both overheat and fail due to the cold. The backup battery
was removed from the box, and will be placed inside the
observatory building. There is still a chance the processor can
overheat due to high heat, sunlight, and lack of wind. However,
this requires a perfect storm of conditions that are not expected
to occur, and even if the processor reaches a temperature of 70
degrees C, it is unlikely for permanent damage to occur. No
action was taken for this, but a plan exists for passive cooling
fins.

C. Electrical and RF Systems
1) Electrical Systems Rework: Majority of the Electrical
System was already finished from the previous two groups.
The basic overview of the Electrical System is as follows. The
Main computer provides a user interface for the operator, as
well as scheduling and positioning calculations. The Arduino
gets commands from computer which it then sends control
signals to a dual H-Bridge Pololu Motor drive shield to move
the motors. This is powered with a 12V supply and linear
regulator. While the shield controls the motors, several sensors
are used to get position, speed and direction. These include
Hall sensors able to give the current speed and direction, and
Limit switches allow for calibration, and making sure the
motors doesn’t move past their limits. There are also Temperature/humidity that sensor ensures that computer cases are
at a nominal temperature for operation. One of the additions
is an anemometer to provide wind speed data to know if dish
needs to be moved to the park position.
One of the first priorities with the Electrical System was
to ensure that all connections were still in tacked and secure.
After observing the state of the system, several improvements
would need to be made. First, Many of the connections either
came disconnected, or outright broke. Additionally, several
wires were bare, which could lead to short circuits and
damages to the system. To fix several of these problems, the
old wiring and connections were removed, and a PCB was
made. This PCB has screw terminals on the outside edges to
provide a way to secure wires from the Arduino and other
electrical components to a standard Molex connector which
can then go to the motors and other external devices.
Many of the Electrical System components are housed
within the main computer box, these include: the Arduino
Mega with a dual H-bridge Pololu Shield, the Hall Sensor
Signal Processing board, one of the temperature/humidity
sensors and the 12V power supply with regulator. The signals
from these components go through a pipe that is installed in
the ground an into the RF box where they will be terminated
at an exterior connector (4 in total). Due to the weight and
construction of these cables, many of the connection came
undone, or were not sufficient. This led to the cables to
be remade. Now they are terminated on with the exterior
connector on one end and a Molex on the other. The PCB
these are connected to is securely mounted in the box. This
has helped the overall integrity of the connections. Another
issue with previous wiring was in several places in the system,
BNC connectors were needed to provide power to some of the
components. However, the existing connectors that were used
had bare metal and were insufficient. These were replaced with
factory made BNC to 2-wire cables, providing much needed
electrical safety.
2) Radio Frequency Systems: The overall design of the RF
subsystem was in place, and did not need to be modified in
overall design.
For normal operation, the dish would be the only requirement for the system, and could be connected directly to the
Callisto system in order to gather data. However, in addition
to a fully functional radio telescope, another major goal of the
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Fig. 3. New Feedhorn Antenna

Fig. 2. RF System Diagram

system is to implement an experimental calibration technique.
Rather than connecting the dish directly, it is routed through a
low-loss switch. This allows for a separate file to be generated
which checks the Callisto against a 50 ohm load (a typical
match for RF lines) and a white noise generator to calibrate
the Callisto and remove any losses it may introduce. A scan
of the local radio emitters (such as nearby radio stations) is
taken with a dipole antenna before switching back to the dish.
This calibration is controlled by the Arduino, which provides
control inputs to the switch. Additionally, two Callisto systems
can be installed - one dedicated for the main dish antenna
and another dedicated to the antenna used for scanning local
emitters. The system can be setup with two units, or a single
Callisto system can be used for full functionality.
The low-noise amplifiers are primarily for the system’s
secondary function: observation of RF objects in the night
sky. As the system cannot observe the sun during the night,
an astronomer could set the system to observe another object,
Jupiter for example, and record RF emissions. However, these
objects are often much farther away and emit much less
powerful signals than the sun. Thus, amplifiers are required
in order to make the system more sensitive to those objects.
The feedhorn antenna was initially broken, and the dipole
that had originally be used was not suitable for the frequency
range of the Callisto (45 to 815 MHz). A few possible dipoles
were examined, but a car radio antenna was the clear choice
when examining frequency response. Unlike the other dipoles
that were already at hand, this antenna had a very consistent
response across our desired spectrum. This was desired for the
antenna to pick up all external signals that were not coming
from the sun.
A feedhorn replacement was more involved. Several possible candidates were examined. Minor variations aside, all of
the antennae had similar frequency responses. Each antenna
was connected to the dish and pointed at RIT (used as a test
source) from the John Street observatory.
Ultimately, any of the antennas would be capable of acting
as the feedhorn for the dish antenna. The planar antenna was
chosen because, in addition to getting the most gain over the
entire frequency range, it was the easiest to create a proper

Fig. 4. Replacement Low-Loss Switch ADRF5040

mount for.
During testing, it was discovered that the original low-loss
switch did not work, and would not allow any RF signals
through. Further, the part is obsolete, so a replacement switch
was found.
3) Control Systems: The Arduino maintains an internal
state machine to monitor the state of each motor, and the
motors are driven to the desired position when a command is
received from the PC. The Arduino is only aware of hall sensor
pulses and is not responsible for handling any astronomical or
coordinate calculations. The Arduino reports motor positions,
limit and reference switch triggers, and environmental sensor
information as feedback to the control PC. Any errors are
reported and handled as needed, e.g. overcurrent protection
will stop the current movement and report an error to the PC.
Communication is bidirectional and asynchronous. However,
all commands received from a PC will generate an immediate
acknowledgement so the PC can determine if the controller is
still responding. If the controller stops responding, the control
software can close and reopen the serial port to reset the
Arduino.
D. Software and Computer Systems
1) Overview: The Arduino and Callisto receivers are controlled by a standard PC running Windows 7. The PC software
is responsible for scheduling and performing celestial body
tracking, converting astronomical coordinates to motor positions, and communicating these positions to the controller. The
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TABLE XIX
JSON P ROTOCOL C OMMANDS

Fig. 5. Computer Software Architecture

software also receives error messages from the controller and
reacts by correcting any amendable errors such as motor drift
and alerting the user to any persistent errors such as dangerous
environmental conditions. An email message is sent to the
telescope’s custodian to ensure any problems are known.
2) Object Tracking: Three coordinate systems are used to
track astronomical objects: equatorial coordinates including
right ascension and declination that are constant for any
observer on Earth; apparent horizontal coordinates including
altitude and azimuth from the perspective of the observer; and
motor positions, one-dimensional pulse counts that linearly
map hall sensor pulses to degrees rotation and inches extension. Tracking celestial objects is done by first acquiring the
target’s equatorial coordinates, translating those into horizontal
coordinates, then mapping the horizontal coordinates to motor
positions. If the target is out of range, e.g. far under the
horizon, the target will be considered untrackable during that
time, and no observation will be made. Target position is reevaluated every 30 seconds.
3) Data Collection: FIT files may be listed and downloaded
over HTTP for viewing. FIT files are archived on the PC
indefinitely until moved to an external hard drive. FIT files
captured during sun tracking are automatically uploaded to
the e-Callisto servers in Zrich; other FIT files are only kept
locally for users of the system.
4) Communication Protocol: The PC software provides
an HTTP/WebSocket JSON protocol to interact with client
software, e.g. a single page web application or LABVIEW
software. The protocol is documented to allow the development of additional front-end interfaces by future users. For this
project, LABVIEW is used as the front-end interface. While
connected to the WebSocket, The LABVIEW GUI can issue
commands to perform configuration and observation tasks,
including changing environmental limits, adding or removing
scheduled observations, and moving the motor to a specified
position. The WebSocket may emit messages asynchronously
to update the client with system state, e.g. motor position
updates.
A list of commands is provided in table XIX. Full command
parameters are provided to the customer as part of the system
documentation.
5) GUI: A LABVIEW GUI was created to allow both
remote and local operation of the system, with an intuitive
interface, allowing a user unfamiliar with the system to operate
it. The GUI is an independent executable that requires the 32bit LABVIEW 2013 runtime to be installed. However, it could
theoretically be run off a flash drive.

Command
status
cal
capture
connect
environment
environmentConfig
fitList
locationConfig
lock
mode
motorConfig
parkConfig
position
positionConfig
scheduleCreate
scheduleDelete
scheduleList
target

Purpose
Report status of each subsystem
Manually start calibration process
Manually start/stop RF capture
Attempt (re-)connection to controller
Read environmental data
Configure environmental limits
List FIT files
Configure site parameters, e.g. LAT/LON
Block all actions except those from current client
Set operation mode, e.g. enable/disable sun tracking
Configure motor parameters, e.g. run speed
Configure park positions
Manually move dish to position
Configure position/error sensitivity
Schedule an observation
Delete a scheduled observation
List scheduled observations
Manually target an object or coordinate

Fig. 6. LABVIEW FIT Viewer

The GUI connects via TCP/WebSockets, and will attempt
to repair the connection if it ever drops. It also checks the
telescope for signs of activity, and will restart the connection
if it detects the telescope computer has frozen.
The GUI sends messages through a WebSocket, encoded
in the JSON protocol. The GUI handles both the decoding
and encoding of the messages, and based on the Command in
question presents it an a fashion easily intelligible to the user.
Likewise, the GUI translates user inputs to JSON commands
that the server can understand to take appropriate action.
Should the user become curious about the data being
collected, he can download a Callisto FIT file over HTTP.
The GUI decodes these binary messages, and presents it in a
separate window in one of 3 ways
1) An FFT plot at a certain time, with a slider to select
time
2) A time history at a certain frequency, with a slider to
select Time
3) A 3d waterfall plot, which contains FFTs across all the
times within a certain range at once.
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6) Dish Parking: During inclement weather, the dish is
parked in a vertical position to minimize lift. The software
can also put the dish into a preset servicing position for
maintenance. If the system loses power, a battery is available
to place the system into a safe park position before powering
down.

Category

Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Resource
Resource
Resource
Resource
Resource
”Environmental/Social”
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Resource
Resource

ID

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36

Improper feedhorn installation
Unreliable internet connection to Zurich
Dish may be too heavy for motors/actuators
File transfer system error
Auto-calibration error
Network Communication Error
UPS battery dies
RadioEyes/LabView incompatibility
Feedhorn selection may carry unexpected collaterals (integration)
Software Error
Interference between subsystems
Improper power management
Internal subsystem overheating
UPS overheat
Insufficient budget to meet all project requirements
Destruction of Suntracker project hardware
Inadequate space to assemble and test
Theft of system components
Insufficient backup data storage
Remote log-in to unit may pose security threat
IP66 may not be as advertised
Software sends too many emails consecutively
Smarthost service unavailable
Wind Damage
System resonates with wind
Heat Sensor Fails
Humidity Sensor Fails
Custom Astronomy Coordinate map unfeasible
Improper Antenna Mount
Runaway Dish
Shorts and Interference in unit
Software Communication Error
Improper Antenna installation
Dropped connection
Defective RF switch
Insufficient Funding for Antenna Mount

Risk Item
Feedhorn may have loose mounting or be unable to be assembled.
May not be able to transmit all data overnight.
Tracking functionality is lost, manual repairs required
Zurich server receives incomplete data
Incorrect data analysis, manual repairs required
Remote operation made difficult or impossible
System loses power and is no longer operational.
Additional time required for integration solution
RX levels may become inefficient for extraction from raw signal
Data may be corrupted or incorrect; Zurich may not receive data at all
May cause errors or discrepancies in subsystem operation
One or more subsystems failing due to internal power loss
Damage to one or more subsystems
Damage to battery system
May need to take performance hits to accommodate cheaper budget
Loss of uniquely designed hardware, project delays
Team may not be able to build project
Irreplaceable components may be lost
Zurich or ASRAS server may fail to receive data
System may be tampered with by unauthorized user
Water Damage
Flooded Mailbox
System unable to send email alerts
System components break
System components break
System overheats
Loss of humidity information, water damage
Unable to build necessary Radio Eyes Functionality ourselves
Impossible to get good reading
Damage to components
System Malfunction, Potential Damage
Hardware may not be controlled by PC software
Antenna may have loose mounting or be unable to be assembled.
Lack of remote control
RF subsystem does not function
Antenna cannot be mounted

Effect
Manufacturing Faults
Environmental conditions including thunderstorms.
Ice buildup, power depletion
Power lost or connectivity issues.
Drift of control systems over time
Loss of connectivity, internet outage
Mains power is lost and UPS battery is exhausted.
No documented API support
Mismatching impedance and frequency response
Improper program setup / unforeseen program error
Improper magnetic shielding on power lines near vulnerable systems
Power delivery components insufficient to meet power needs
Inadequate cooling systems or lack of temperature sensor
Temperature sensitive battery in harsh environment
Limited funds ( $500)
Incorrect assumptions about input levels and tolerances/ general clumsiness
Specialized Test Requirements
Improper storage of materials
Insufficient or nonexistent backup data storage
Malicious actor obtaining password/login information
Leak, improper sealing
Periodic Failure alerts
Service is unavailable
High winds, low structural integrity
Winds hitting natural frequencies of structure
Random/Software Failure
Random/Software Failure
Scope too large/Too complicated
Focal point miscalculation/ Design Change
Control/Electrical Failure, various
Improper Wiring
Software doesn’t start, starts incorrectly
Manufacturing Faults
To be investigated
ESD damage?
Unexpected price of RF switch replacement

Cause

TABLE XX
R ISK A SSESSMENT
Likelihood
0
2
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
3

Severity
3
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
1
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3

Importance
0
2
2
0
3
1
2
0
3
2
2
3
3
0
0
3
3
3
0
3
3
4
2
3
3
2
1
0
3
3
3
3
2
0
0
9

Feedhorn to be replaced with Antenna
”Provide data backup until Zurich server confirms reception”
Motors oversized for current load
Create Temp file on FTP server, move when complete
2 callistos in parallel, one for cal one one for data
Ensure system doesn’t rely on TeamViewer/Active user input
Put system into safe shutdown state before battery is exhausted
Plan B In effect:= custom Astronomical Data
Perform extensive testing on feed/dish assembly
”Perform extensive software testing and provide data backup”
”Isolate magnetic interference, or place wiring more carefully”
Perform extensive power system calculations
Test Plan for thermal model validation
Will install UPS indoors
$1500 donation from ASRAS
Observe best practices, be careful, stay away from other people
Ensure that proper space or devices are reserved well in advance, only attempt final assy onsite. Preliminary Assembly at RIT observatory. Wind and Thermal Testing
Lock physical project materials in a locker/keep at home
Amount of data needed to exceed data capacity exceeds lifetime of system
Use Username/Password +Secure Design
Test current enclosure, use waterproof sealing
Batch alerts together, rate limit messages
Alternate alert mechanism (stacklight)
Reinforce structure
Apply Damping
Overkill on cooling solution/ Software safeguards
Enhanced waterproofing solution/ Software safeguards
Top 40 RF list found, on track to be programmed
Adjustable Antenna mount
Install E stops
Rewiring, Robustification of system
Arduino defaults into safe position if no PC contact
Utilize good practices
Programmed Ping-Pong procedures, and time outs on both end.
Purchase new switch
Simplify Design, use existing hardware, slight overbudget inescapable

Action to Minimize Risk

ME
CE
ME
CE
CE
CE
CE
ME
EE
CE
EE
EE
ME
ME
All
All
All
All
CE
CE
ME
CE
EE
ME
ME
ME
ME
EE/CE/ME
ME
EE
EE
CE
ME
ME/CE
EE
ME

Owner
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IV. T ESTING
A. RF System Test
The RF subsystem was tested to verify operation. The main
concern was that the low-loss switch operated properly and
meshed with the rest of the system. After an initial test of
the switch with a signal generator and oscilloscope, all the
components were connected and cycled through to confirm
proper operation. The main antenna, 50 ohm match, white
noise source, and scanner dipole all produced the expected
output when connected through the switch.
B. Motor Control Software Test
The Arduino was stimulated to repeatedly move the motor
between several positions and track any discrepancy between
the positions reported by the hall sensors and those reported
by the reference and limit switches. To mitigate any drift in
the motor, the system is calibrated daily before suntracking
begins.
C. PyEphem Test
The PyEphem software was tested to verify the correct position of the Sun and other celestial bodies. A simple test code
was created to get the position of the Sun at a fixed time and
date. This code output the Sun’s Right Ascension, Altitude,
Elevation and Declination. These values where compared to
the results from Radio Eyes. Since Radio Eyes is the program
the previous groups used, this is predetermined to give correct
position data. Then looking at the data, the PyEphem data and
Radio Eyes data was nearly the same. The slight differences
where only due to rounding. Passing this test allows the project
to continue forward with using PyEphem to replace Radio
Eyes as the position database.
D. GUI Testing
The GUI was tested with a test version of the server used
in the system. The standard protocol was implemented and
determined to successfully interface with the server. Tests
were performed to see simulated cases of disconnects from
either end, as well as idle tests where the system was allowed
to stay connected for as long as possible. In addition, all
possible outputs were tested for successful reception by the
server. Finally, various FITS files were tested for display in the
FITS viewer, making sure it displayed correctly and without
crashing. This ongoing testing allowed many early glitches to
be ironed out.
E. Server Software Testing
After development, the server software was stimulated
with the LABVIEW client as well as several malformed
commands in order to ensure the server correctly responds
to all commands defined in the protocol. Chromium and
LABVIEW clients were left connected for an extended period
of time to ensure connections didn’t time out unexpectedly.
Several failure cases such as losing connection to the Arduino
were stimulated to ensure automatic recovery and error email
generation by the server.
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V. P URCHASING
Regarding the Budget, a standard allotment was given of $500.00. This covered most of the standard purchasing items like
wire, fastening hardware, and other raw materials. An additional $1500.00 was received from the ASRAS to purchase two
additional Callisto receiver units and power supplies. As seen in the Purchasing Summary Table, most of the allotted funds
when to the RF system. This included the two Callisto units and power supplies, as well as the new RF switches. Since there
are now two Callisto units, each needs an RF switch for calibration. Additionally, the RF switch from the previous group was
damaged and rendered useless. It is unknown as to how this happened, but it’s speculated that is was damaged through ESD
when handling or in transport/storage. The next largest amount of expenditures came from Re-wiring the Electrical System.
As mentioned prior, most of the cables where damaged, had bare metal or would easily come disconnected. In some instances,
the wire gauge was even insufficient. The costs where mostly from the purchasing of new cables. The purchasing history Table
provides a detailed list of every part that was purchased from the start of this iteration of the project. Having this list will help
future groups, maintenance, and people who wish to replicate this system.
TABLE XXI
P URCHASING S UMMARY
Subsystem
Case Management
Re-wire
RF
Robustness
Shipping
Stack Light
Grand Total

Sum of Total Cost
$64.35
$248.99
$1,504.67
$84.77
$103.09
$15.20
$2,021.07

TABLE XXII
P URCHASING H ISTORY
MSD PICS Req. No.
13268
13268
13393
13393
14807
14807
15537
15537
15537
15537
15537
15537
15537
15537
15537
15537
15537
15999
15999
15999
17070
17070
17070
18435
18435
18546
18546
18546
19323
19323
19323
19323
19323
19323

Subsystem
RF
Shipping
Robustness
Shipping
Case Management
Case Management
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Re-wire
Shipping
Robustness
Stack Light
Shipping
Case Management
Shipping
Case Management
RF
Shipping
RF
RF
Shipping
Case Management
Case Management
Case Management
Case Management
Case Management
Shipping

Item
Glass Mount All-Band Scanner Antenna
13268 - Shipping
Anemometer Wind Speed Sensor
13393 - Shipping
External Hard Drive Enclosure
HDD Mounting Kit / Bracket / Adapter
DIODE SCHOTTKY 100V 5A DO201AD
CONN TERM FEMALE 18-24AWG TIN
CONN TERM BLOCK T/H 2POS 3.5MM
CONN RECEPT 4POS DUAL
CONN RECEPT 10POS DUAL
CONN HEADER 4POS 4.2MM VERT TIN
CONN HEADER 10POS 4.2MM VERT TIN
CABLE 8COND 18AWG NAT SHLD 50’
CABLE 4COND 18AWG SHLD 100’
BNC, MALE W/20 AWG WIRES
15537 - Shipping
SWITCH PUSH SPST-NC 6A 240V
LED RGB CLEAR 5MM ROUND T/H
15999 - Shipping
Aluminum Panel 12x24 0.032 3003 Aluminum Plate
17070 - Shipping
1/8” A x 1” B x 1” C Angle 6061-T6 Aluminum, Extruded 24”
ADRF5040 Evaluation Board
18435 - Shipping
CALLISTO-NA Receiver, partially-built and tested
AC adapter power supply, regulated 12 Vdc, 7.2 W output, SMPS (NA only)
18546 - Shipping
Male-Female Threaded Hex Standoff,
Zinc-Plated Steel Hex Nut, Low-Strength, M3.5 x 0.6 mm Thread
Passivated 18-8 Stainless Steel Pan Head Phillips Screws
Steel Pan Head Phillips Screws 6-32 Thread, 1/4”” Long
Low-Strength Steel Hex Nut Zinc-Plated, 6-32 Thread Size
19323 - Shipping

Qty
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
100
20
10
10
10
10
1
1
5
1
2
10
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
1

Unit Cost
$14.45
$7.24
$44.95
$7.17
$9.99
$12.97
$0.97
$0.10
$0.43
$0.31
$0.46
$0.77
$1.54
$48.13
$92.54
$10.62
$8.99
$19.91
$1.52
$7.99
$11.66
$15.38
$2.34
$226.11
$8.99
$499.00
$20.00
$35.00
$3.77
$1.78
$7.46
$1.83
$1.24
$12.33

Total Cost
$14.45
$7.24
$44.95
$7.17
$9.99
$12.97
$5.82
$10.00
$8.60
$3.10
$4.60
$7.70
$15.40
$48.13
$92.54
$53.10
$8.99
$39.82
$15.20
$7.99
$11.66
$15.38
$2.34
$452.22
$8.99
$998.00
$40.00
$35.00
$15.08
$1.78
$7.46
$1.83
$1.24
$12.33

Vendor
Home Depot
Shipping
Adafruit
Shipping
Newegg
Newegg
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Shipping
Mouser
Mouser
Shipping
SpeedyMetals
Shipping
SpeedyMetals
Digikey
Shipping
Reeve Observatory
Reeve Observatory
Shipping
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Shipping
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VI. C ONCLUSION
The current system has reached a state that can be called autonomous; the system can self actuate, track celestial objects,
self calibrate, collect data, transmit it to Zrich. To operate,
the user has to open the GUI on any computer (including the
main computer), and send commands to the unit, and receive
and view data. The current plan is to install this unit at the
ASRAS observatory at Ionia, NY after it has been displayed
at ImagineRIT, and hand off its operation and maintenance to
the new owners.
A PPENDIX A
R ESOURCES
1) Gatling, G. (2014, April). GFITSIO (Version 5.2) [Computer software]. Retrieved from https://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/
software/gfitsio v5.2 Apr 2014.zip For Viewing opening FITS files
2) D. (2017, September 27). JSON API for LABVIEW
(Version 1.5.4.39) [Computer software]. Retrieved from
https://lavag.org/files/file/216-json-labview/ For parsing
and encoding JSON strings
3) S. (2017, February 9). LabVIEW WebSockets Library
(Version 1.3.0.13) [Computer software]. Retrieved
from https://forums.ni.com/t5/Example-Program-Drafts/
LabVIEW-WebSockets-Library/ta-p/3491490
For
adding a websocket layer to LABVIEW TCP
4) Rhodes, B. C. (n.d.). PyEphem. Retrieved April 26,
2018, from http://rhodesmill.org/pyephem For obtaining
astronomical data of RF objects to replace the use of
Radio Eyes (used with Python 3.5).
5) Dahl, R. (2018, March 29). NODE.js (Version 8.11.1).
Retrieved from https://nodejs.org/en/
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